
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no means 
complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS:  KMZT (AM)     1ST   x 2ND   3RD   4TH Quarter   (April/May/June 2016)

ISSUE DESCRIPTION:                 DATE/TIME:            DURATION:        Guest/Group/ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEGMENT:                  

Children/mental 
health

Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

4/3/16 5:00am :30 minutes Jeanne Beard                 Author:Autism And the Rest Of Us    Ms. Beard spoke 
about the challenges of raising a son who is on the autistim spectrum. In addition, 
she spoke about her hopes for her son with thoughtful, practical solutions, insights 
and support.                           

Children/mental 
health

Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

4/10/16 5:00am :30 minutes Jeanne Beard                 Author:Autism And the Rest Of Us    Ms. Beard spoke 
about the challenges of raising a son who is on the autistim spectrum. In addition, 
she spoke about her hopes for her son with thoughtful, practical solutions, insights 
and support

Senior care Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

4/17/16 5:00am :30 minutes              Carolyn Brent      Author:Why Wait? The Baby Boomers Guide To 
Preparing Emotionally, Financialy & Legally for a Parents Death  Ms. Brent spoke 
about issues dealing with aging parents and knowing when they can’t live alone.

Senior care Tuned In with 
Mike Johnson 

4/24/16 5:00am :30 minutes           Carolyn Brent      Author:Why Wait? The Baby Boomers Guide To Preparing 
Emotionally, Financialy & Legally for a Parents Death  Ms. Brent spoke about 
issues dealing with aging parents and knowing when they can’t live alone.

Health Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

 

5/1/16 5:00am  :30 minutes John West, M.D. is the director of surgery at Breastlink of Orange. A general surgeon by 
training, Dr. John West became fascinated with the multi-disciplinary team approach to breast 
cancer care in the mid 1980’s. His previous experience as a pioneer in the development of 
regional trauma systems set the stage for his interest in developing a team approach to breast 
care.
Tanja Cebula is a breast cancer survivor who explained how she was mis-diagnosed and how 
she survived a bilateral mastectomy, going through chemotherapy, and reconstruction. 

Health Tuned In with 
Mike Johnson 

5/8/16    5:00am :30 minutes John West, M.D. is the director of surgery at Breastlink of Orange. A general surgeon by 
training, Dr. John West became fascinated with the multi-disciplinary team approach to breast 
cancer care in the mid 1980’s. His previous experience as a pioneer in the development of 
regional trauma systems set the stage for his interest in developing a team approach to breast 
care.
Tanja Cebula is a breast cancer survivor who explained how she was mis-diagnosed and how 
she survived a bilateral mastectomy, going through chemotherapy, and reconstruction. 

social Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

5/15/16 5:00am :30 minutes                     Erin Rank                        Habitat for Humanities                     Ms. Rank 
spoke about the work done by Habit for Humanities and the positive aspects on the 
community that their work brings.                     



social Tuned In with 
Mike Johnson 

5/22/16   
5:00am 

:30 minutes                     Erin Rank                        Habitat for Humanities                     Ms. Rank 
spoke about the work done by Habit for Humanities and the positive aspects on the 
community that their work brings.                     

Mental health Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  
 

5/29/16 5:00am :30 minutes Laurie Jueneman-author “Climbing The Mount Everest Of Depression-A Story Of 
Hope, Recovery and Inspiration”. Ms Jueneman has suffered from various levels 
depression throughout most of her adult life. Her goal is to end the stigma of mental 
illness and give people with depression a new lease on life.

Education Tuned In with 
Mike Johnson  

6/5/16 5:00am :30 minutes Diane Levin-First 5 California- Chief Deputy Director. First 5 California is a 
statewide public education campaign focusing on educating parents,caregivers and 
the public about the importance of the first few years of a childs life.

Education Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

6/12/16  5:00am :30 minutes Diane Levin-First 5 California- Chief Deputy Director. First 5 California is a 
statewide public education campaign focusing on educating parents,caregivers and 
the public about the importance of the first few years of a childs life.

Parenting Tuned  In with 
Mike Johnson 

6/19/16 5:00am :30 minutes Jeffrey Leving- author “Fathers Rights :Hard Hitting and Fair Advice For Every 
Father Involved In A Custody Dispute”. Mr Leving spoke about the importance of 
fathers being in their children’s lives.

social  Tuned In  with 
Mike Johnson  

6/26/16 5:00am :30 minutes                     Erin Rank                        Habitat for Humanities                     Ms. Rank 
spoke about the work done by Habit for Humanities and the positive aspects on the 
community that their work brings.                     
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